
Percentage Week
November 27  

Includes Review of Ratio and Rate



Mangoes For Sale- Monday
� A store was selling 8 mangos for $10 at the farmers market.
�

Keisha said,  “That means we can write the ratio 10 : 8, or $1.25 per 
mango.

� ”Luis said,“I thought we had to write the ratio the other way, 8 : 10, or 
0.8 mangos per dollar.

� "Can we write different ratios for this situation? Explain why or why 
not.



Tuesday- Kahoot

�On Tuesday, we will review what we’ve 
learned about percent with a quick 5 
question Kahoot.  Review and be ready!  
(There may be prizes!)



Price per pound and pounds per 
dollar- Wednesday

� The grocery store sells beans in bulk. The grocer's sign above the beans says,
� 5 pounds for $4.
� At this store, you can buy any number of pounds of beans at this same rate, and all 

prices include tax.
� Alberto said,  “The ratio of the number of dollars to the number of pounds is 4:5. 

That's $0.80 per pound.”
� Beth said,"The sign says the ratio of the number of pounds to the number of dollars is 

5:4. That's 1.25 pounds per dollar."
� Are Alberto and Beth both correct? Explain.
� Claude needs two pounds of beans to make soup. Show Claude how much money he will 

need.
� Dora has $10 and wants to stock up on beans. Show Dora how many pounds of beans she 

can buy.
� Do you prefer to answer parts (b) and (c) using Alberto's rate of $0.80 per pound, using 

Beth's rate of 1.25 pounds per dollar, or using another strategy? Explain.



Riding at a Constant Speed- Wednesday

�Lin rode a bike 20 miles in 150 minutes. If she rode at 
a constant speed,

�How far did she ride in 15 minutes?
�How long did it take her to ride 6 miles?
�How fast did she ride in miles per hour?
�What was her pace in minutes per mile?



Friday-

�Be ready for a quick QUIZ!!!
�We will review what we’ve 
learned this week, and 
prepare for next week!


